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Ios bedtime sounds

The iPhone's Bedtime function within the alarm clock app is an innovative and interesting feature. Working on the basis that it is consistent with the amount of sleep you get (i.e. going to bed and waking up at the same time each day) is better for your health, this useful tool makes it easier to
achieve this goal. SEE ALSO: 21 Hidden iOS 13 Features You'll Want to Try, but How Do You Get Most Of The iPhone Bedtime Feature? Here's everything you need to know about the iPhone's sleep mode, from getting started to analyzing your results. So, how much sleep do you need? If
you've never really thought about it before, it can be hard to guess exactly how much sleep your body needs. While everyone is different, there are some general guidelines, based on age, to help you come up with an amount. The guidelines, published in Sleep Health: Journal of the
National Sleep Foundation, were drafted by a panel of experts that examined 320 studies on the subject. Adolescents (ages 14-17): 8-10 hours Young adults (ages 18-25): 7-9 hours Adults (ages 26-64): 7-9 hours Elderly adults (ages 65-plus): 7-8 hours Worth taking these guidelines
seriously. Getting yourself into long-term sleep debt has been linked to obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Starting with sleep The installation process the first time you use sleep is quite simple. Your iPhone will guide you as soon as you press the Get Started button. The exact
order in which these setup options will appear to you may vary, depending on the version of iOs you're running. First, set the time you want to wake up in the morning, and then tap Next. Then tell your iPhone which days of the week you would like to wake up at that time. For reasons of
consistency, it recommends that you wake up at the same time every day, even on days off. Next is the setting to say how many hours of sleep a night you need. On another screen, you can set up a reminder to sleep, an alarm that goes off exactly when you need to head to bed, or with a
few minutes' notice. You'll be asked to choose the sound your phone will play to wake you up. Far from the alarm clocks of the past, the choices are actually quite enjoyable, from birdsong to soft piano, which gradually build in volume for a more civilized waking experience. Once you go
through the process, you will see something like this screen. When you go to the Bedtime screen in the alarm clock app, you'll now see your sleep time drawn in a chart. You can turn sleep on and off by tapping the green slide icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. View Sleep data
You can see the latest sleep statistics by going to the alarm clock app and looking at the sleep screen. Picture: Apple Support The way at a glance to read your analysis is to see if all sleep history lines are aligned. To see more detailed data, tap to view Show more health at the bottom of
the screen. This then opens your iPhone's health app, which where your sleep history is stored. From Health, you can view your data on a daily, weekly, monthly, and annual basis in chart format. Clicking on the chart will display your data in list format. Change your settings To adjust your
settings at any time, just go to the Alarm Clock app's Bedtime screen and tap Options at the top left of your screen. From here you can change the days you want to turn on sleep, the reminder time, the sound you wake up to, and the volume. Sharing on PinterestLiving with short-term or
chronic insomnia can be difficult. It can affect your physical and mental health in ways that extend far beyond waking up feeling groggy. But a resource to get more restful sleep can be right in the palm of your hand. We chose the best insomnia apps this year for Android and iPhone devices
based on quality, reliability and user reviews. Here's how learning about your own sleep patterns can be the key to deeper, more restful sleep.iPhone scores: 4.7 starsAndroid rating: 4.5 starsPrice: Free with optional purchases in-appSleep Cycle monitors your sleep patterns and offers
detailed statistics and daily sleep charts so you can get a better understanding of what happens when you hit the sane - or what can interfere with a good night's sleep. The app also features a smart alarm clock designed to wake you up gently when you're in the lightest sleep phase.
Android rating: 4.5 starsPrice: Free with optional in-app purchasesSix nature-based relaxing tracks in this Android-only app will help you get started on your personal audio therapy. Choose from high-quality water sounds, nature sounds, animal sounds, white noise, and more, all designed to
help you relax and sleep. Android rating: 4.5 starsPrice: Free with optional in-app purchasesThis Android app is designed to track your sleep cycle and measure its quality in terms of duration, deficit, deep sleep rate, snoring, effectiveness, and irregularities. This information about your sleep
patterns can help you make adjustments for a better night's sleep. The app is compatible with multiple mobile devices, including Pebble, Wear OS, Galaxy Gear, Garmin and Mi Band.Android rating: 4.6 starsPrice: Free with optional in-appSleepa purchases features a large collection of



high-definition sounds that can be mixed into relaxing ambiances with a timer designed to automatically stop the app. This app now has an improved in-app alarm function, which gives users the ability to generate mild alarm alerts. Choose from 32 sounds in four groups - rain, nature, city
and meditation - plus three kinds of white noise, and lesser-known pink and brown noise frequencies. Start relaxing in sleep today.iPhone rating: 4.8 starsAndroid rating: 4.6 starsPrice: Free with optional purchases in-appChoose sounds and melodies to customize and mix in sleep melodies
to lull yourself to sleep, or try Sleep Moves. These sleep-challenge programs feature guided exercises with a pillow to help enjoy restful sleep, and have been approved by health and sleep professionals. The app's five-day programs and individual sessions can help you achieve deep sleep,
better sleep, stress and anxiety relief, more effective sleep and more.iPhone rating: 4.3 starsPrice: Free with optional in-app purchasesThe smart-sleep assistant for iPhone users. The app automatically analyzes sleep cycles through your Apple Watch, or you can just keep your phone close
when you sleep. Features include a smart alarm clock to wake you up during lighter sleep stage, sleep voltage tracking, sleep aid sounds, and personalized information and tips for better quality rest. Android rating: 4.6 starsPrice: Free with optional purchases in-appSleep Sounds does
exactly what it says. The app features high quality, relaxing sounds for better, uninterrupted sleep. Choose from 12 customizable nature sounds and choose the duration of your timer so that the app turns off automatically after you get carried away by the off.iPhone rating: 4.7 starsPrice:
Free with optional in-app purchasesThis collection of sleep-inducing stories and meditations is designed to help you beat insomnia so you can sleep fast. The app's sleep episodes put you in a state of deep calm, making it easy to retire. You can also customize nature sounds and
background effects to create the perfect atmosphere for restful sleep all night long.iPhone rating: 4.8 starsAndroid rating: 4.7 starsPrice: FreeSometimes, you just can't find the right sound to help you get to sleep. So make your own! The White Noise Lite app lets you create your own sound
scheme. You can even record and loop your own original sounds to play later in the app, when you need that exact sound to soothe your insomnia. iPhone rating: 4.8 starsPrice: Free with in-app purchasesSlept is a close cousin to stay focused: when you let your mind wander too much at
night, you can keep yourself from relaxing and falling asleep. The Tide app combines these two skills (yes, sleeping quickly can sometimes feel like a skill!) giving you tools like timers, breathing exercises, pre-recorded sounds and meditation practices to relax your body and help you focus
on sleep when needed. Android rating: 4.7 starsPrice: Free with in-app purchasesMile noise has proven to be one of the best ways to soothe yourself to sleep because it helps in a relaxing environment that gives you just the right level of decibels to drown out your thoughts. Nature sounds
give you plenty of options to sleep in, including ocean waves, waterfalls, and rain. The app also has a timer so you can save your data and battery life after you've long fallen asleep. iPhone rating: 4.2 starsPrice: Free with in-app purchasesThe missing game is designed for use with the
Apple Watch, which features high-precision heart tracking and motion sensors that give you an automated flow for how long and how well you've slept. You can also check check Sleep timer manually so you can develop conscious, positive sleep habits.iPhone rating: 4.4 starsPrice:
$1.99Od sleep++app, works with Apple Watch to sync your sleep data. You can also adjust the sensitivity and sensors of your watch to make tracking data more accurate. You can add notes and hashtags to your sleep patterns to determine where you may need to improve your sleep
behavior or take steps to get a better night's sleep. If you want to set up an app for this list, email us at nominations@healthline.com. nominations@healthline.com.
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